
QR Codes 
 

 

Sigmar Polke’s work in his use of pixilation is 

interesting to me. He makes the photographic image what 

it is, just pixels. He uses graphic tools previously 

common in consumer-driven advertisements to then question 

their use in western and socialist societies as a means 

of social manipulation.  

 

I also like to reference commercial art and our over 

exposure to it, and to create a balance between them that 

will manipulate the viewer’s consciousness. 

 

Andy Warhol also embraced these characteristics and made 

them his subject matter: the sameness, repetition and 

stereotypes associated with mass culture and communist 

propaganda.  

 

Sigmar Polke was more subtle in his approach by focusing 

on the “benday dot” (or raster/halftone dot as known in 

Adobe Photoshop) as a vehicle for subverting the 

commercial image. These dots are a feature in silk screen 

printing which was originally an industrial process used 

to print signs and images for commercial and political 

use. Both western culture and eastern propaganda have 

relied on industrial and mechanical processes to 

manufacture and disseminate their messages. 

 

Originally I was just attempting to pixelate the image of 

the face as a reference to the mass reproduced images 

used all around us, as I wanted to keep the realism of 

the image in order to obtain a feeling of the Uncanny. I 

also liked the thought of being lost in an over exposure 

of manipulation. 

 

I came across the QR code face idea quite accidentally, 

from a mistake made whilst creating photoshop images of 

heavily pixelated faces in order to make the acetate 

images in bitmap form for my silk screens. I discovered 

that if you have less than ten dots per inch when you 

change the image into bitmap halftones, the face began to 

resemble a QR code. 

 

This was interesting to me as the mass produced celebrity 

or “beautiful” face became what it truly is: a means of 

selling and manipulating our very selves. 

 

Walter Benjamin discussed this use of manipulation and 

mass reproduction of imagery for political means. 



 

 “But the instant the criterion of authenticity ceases to 

be applicable to artistic production, the total function 

of art is reversed. Instead of being based on ritual, it 

begins to be based on another practice – politics” 

 


